BRINGING TOGETHER RESEARCH AND PRACTICE: FIRESETTING AND STREET GANGS

Dr Jane Wood, Dr Eduardo Vasquez, Dr Emma Alleyne, and Dr Caoilte Ó Ciardha
University of Kent
www.kent.ac.uk/psychology/core-fp

SEPTEMBER 11, 2012
930am—5pm

Morning Workshop: Firesetting
10am—1pm

Afternoon Workshop: Street Gangs
2pm—5pm

Firesetters and street gang members are responsible for a high volume and wide range of offending (including violent offending) yet the literature is scant on the psychological factors and treatment needs of these types of offenders. The purpose of these interactive workshops is to provide an overview of the latest research findings and examine the implications these findings have for clinicians and practitioners working with these offending populations. These workshops are appropriate for researchers and practitioners at all levels.

I/2 Day Registration: £60—Non-students, £30—Students
Whole Day Registration: £100—Non-students, £50—Students
*Registration includes access to the workshop(s), lunch, and refreshments

TO REGISTER YOUR INTEREST PLEASE E-MAIL
COREFP@KENT.AC.UK

For more information contact the CORE-FP team: COREFP@kent.ac.uk